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THE principal aim of the present paper is to bring before i;he 
Musical Association Bome results obtained last autumn from 
numerous a.nd very careful experiments by Dr. W. Preyer, Pro
fessor of Physiology in the University of Jena, because those re
sults are not accessible in an English form, and seem to havl3 a 
very practical bearing upon tuning and singing.· My subor
dinate purpose is to exhibit a method of representing pitch lind 
intervals, which shall be more consonant to the habits of mnsiciu.ns 
than that adopted by Dr. Preyer for the statement of his results. 
For the idea of this method I am indebted to Mr. Bosanquet, 
though I have worked it out somewhat differently from him. 

Considered arithmetically (as distinguished. from physiologi
caliy), the pitch of a note depends upon the number of (doul>le, 
or complete, backwards and forwards) vibrations or swing-swQ;rtgs 
as De Morgan termed them, made by a particle of air in one 
second. .As this vibration depends on the length of a. path de
scribed in a given time, we may readily talk of any fraction, or 
even any incommensurable part of a vibratio~ which would be 
represented by that fraction, or part, of the path described. .A 
pitch is higher or lower according as this number of vibrations is 
greater or less. 

Considered arithmetically, likewise (again, as distinguished 
from physiologicaJIy), an interval is measured by the ratio of the 
pitch of the lower to the pitch of the higher note, and is nswilly 
represented by an improper fraction in which the larger number 
is the numerator. The principal large intervals which will. be 

* Ueber die Grenzen de'!" TO'TIITVahrnehmwng (on the Limits of the :Per
caption of Musical Tone), JenaJ 1816; preface dated' Autumn 1815; Bvo. 
pp. viii. 72. 
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here considered ara the Octave t, the Fifth i. the :F'ourth t, the 
major Sixth!, the major Third!, the minor Third 1}, the minor 
8ixth * and the major Tone t. The minor Tone \f, the diatonic 
Semitone -tf, and intervals greater than an Octave (for which the 
:fraction exceeds. 2), and the intervals involving 7' will not be 
considered, because Dr. Preyer has not investigated them. But a 
large number of intervals differing from the above by very small 
intervals which have no regular names, will require nttention. 

By means of beats we are probablya.ble, under favourable 
circumstances, to determine Pitch to the tenth or the hundredth, 
or even, as Scheibler imagined, to the sU:-hundredib. part of a 
vib1'8.tion: that is, under favourable conditions we call appreciate 
one beat in ten or a. hundred seconds of time-or, to take Scheib
ler's estimate, one beat in ten minutes; and conseq.uently, the 
interval between two notes with the same exacmasu, since one 
beat represents a difference of one vibration in that time. But 
then subsidiary notes are required, and we must be able to sustain 
two notes together without any alteration in either for ten or one 
hundred seconds, and to count the beats a.cou.rately for that time.
Under such favourable circumstances, therefore, we ca.n approxi. 
mately realise the meaning of arithmetical pitch and 8.rithme~icaJ 
interval. But the perception of beats requires nothing more than 
the power of hearing. A so-called 'musical ear ' or SEtnsitiveness 
of ear with regard to pitch and change of pitch is not required. 
The determination may therefore be called meohanlcal. It is 
by such mechanical observations alone that we can check the 
judgment of the ear, and hence arrive at a mode of measuring 
sensitiveness in estimating the intervals between two notes 
sounded. in succession, and not at the same time. The existence 
of beats, I may remark, indicates only that the beating tones 
are not of the same pitch, and does not point out which is the 
sharper. To determine thls we have to make one note 
sharper or :Batter, and then see whether the number of beats 
increases or diminishes. As they increase by enlarging, and 
diminish by contracting the interval, this gives a mechanical 
means of determining which is the sharper. In tl~e case of 
tuning forb, placing one under the arm for a n:inute will 
generally flatten it sufficiently, when two forks are nearly of the 
same pitch, beating not more than twice in a second., to deter
mine whether the beats inorease or slacken in ~ : if iihe former, 
the warmed fork was already the flatter; if the latter, it was the 
sharper. Sensitiveness of ear is thus required solely-for judging 
of melodio intervals: that is, of the di:IIerence of the pitch of two 
tones sounded in succession. Before examining this, however, it 

* In verifying Appunn's Tonometer in the Loan Exhibition of Scientific 
Instruments, I counted the beats during 20 seconds. An error of one beat 
could therefore have only produced an error of one-twentieth of a vibra
tion in a second. .Any decent tuning-fork will give audible beats with 
a neighbouring tone for 5 or 10 seconds, and hence allow of measurements 
to one-fifth or one-tenth of a vibration. 
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is necessary to ha.ve a. mea.na of noting smaJl devia.tions of filich 
in -a. way which, while it is consonant with 'the existing babiul of 
musicians, shall rest upon a. strictly arithmetical basis . 

.All musicians are fiunj]jar with the Octave, and accustoDled 
.to divide the whole range of musical sounds into Octaves. 'Ibis 
amoUllts to selecting a series of tones on the principle of contil1u. 
ally multiplying the corresponding number of vibrations by 2. 
Arithmetically, we are therefore bound to begin with less tha.:l. 2 
vibrations in a second, which, not being multiplied by 2 a.t all, 
may be said to commence the Zero Octave, and the simplest sllch 
number that can be selected is 1 itself.· Then from 2 up te, 4, 
we multiply the former number of vibrations once by 2, and have 
the firn Octave. At 4, or twice 2, we multiply twice by 2, :md 
have the 86CQnd Octave. The Octaves will there correspond with 
the numbers of vibrations with which they begin, thus-

Oct 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Vib 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096. 

And so on.t Supposing the notes C, D, E, &c. to occur in any 
Octave, the number of the Octave is prefixed: thus 8E meaDS E 
in the 8th Octave. The Octave being always supposed to bE:gin 
with C, 80 will be a. note having 256 vibrations. The difficulties 
arising from habits of using different standards of pitch a.nd 
temperaments are met by 38summg Bome fraction (as 1~) in 
place of 1 for the initial number of vibrations. But what is 
commonly called the' theoretical,' or 88 I prefer to term it the 
, arithmetical' pitch 80= 256 vib is the only one suggested by 
pure arithmetic. When any other initial pitch is used, we rnay 
accentthe letters: thus, 80'=264 vib gives 00'=33+32 vib. 
In Table III. I give the valnes of 00' for such values as 8A' and 
90', as cover the whole range of USUM vibration of pitch. 

This simple contrivance for marking the Octave variatioJl of 
standard pitch obviates a vast number of difficulties. Obs'~rve 
the following synonyms :-

40=16 vib means 0 in the Sub-Contra. Octave, or dO'llble 
under-accented or under-lined Great Octave, 0 11 (Ir Q 
or twice indexed Great Octave C:h or twice negatively 
indexed Great Octave Q2 or 0-2, or 32-foot Octavu, or 
triply repeated Great Octave CCC. 

50=32 vib means 0 in the Contra Octave, or once under. 
accented or under-lined Great Octave C1 or Q, or once 
indexed, or once negatively indexed Great Octave 011 Q 
or C-l, or I6-foot Octave, or doubly repeated Great 
Octave CO. ' 

* This selection of 1 as the initial pitch is made on purely aritbmE:t lca.l 
grounds. The mode of treating other cases will be exp1a.ineqinunedia,tely. 
There is here no intention of deciding on the best standard pitcll tor 
practical purPoses. 

t Bee also the bottom of Table I. In higher arithmetic the number of 
the Octave is the index of the power of 2; that gives the nmnber of 
vibrations with which the Octave begins. Thus 256=28 begins thl3 8th 
O~tave. 
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60=64 vib mea.ns C in the Great or 8.foot Octave, with 
one large 0, without accents or indexes, tb,~ lowest note 
o-f the Violoncello. 

'10=128 vib means 0 in the Small or 4-foot .octave, with 
one small c, without accents or indexes, tho 10west note 
of the Tenor or Viola da Bra.ccia. 

8 C=256 vib means C in the once accented or 2.foot 
Octave, with a small c and one acute accent BoB 0', once 
over-lined () as '0, or two small o's 88 eo; commonlyoalled 
'middle C,'being on the one leger line betlreen the bass 
and treble staves. 

9 C= 512 vib means C in the twice accented or twice over. 
lined or I-foot Octave, with 8. smeJ1 0 an(1 two acute 
accents as 0", or two lines as at or three smnll D'S 88 oeo. 

100=1024 vib means C in the thrice accente,d or tfoot 
Octave, with a small 0 and three acute acC€,nts or over 
lines as d", or~. 

And 80 on for higher Octaves, the number of the Octa.ve being 7 
more than the number of acute accents or over-lines. 

The next division, with which the pianoforte in l-ecent times 
has rendered all musicians perfectly familiar, is that of the large 
interval of an Octave into twelve smaller intervals c:illed Equal 
Sem.itones, which I shall contract into the word Bmlt. Anyone 
who pla.ys up the chromatic scale on a piano has a e:ensa.tion of 
sameness of interval in passing frOID anyone note to the next in 
succession. ,But the actual sensation of the int.et'VallJem is very 
indistinct, and few, I apprehend, if any, would ventu::-e to tune a. 
piano by that interval only. It happens to be one of those in
tervals which cannot be exactly expressed by figurt~s, but, far 
nearer than any human ear can detect, we may spe~Jc of it &8 

-!-Hi- or ly,,«°t&, -If. 80 that if we know the number of vihrations, or 
vib of any note, Bay 80=256, we have only to mu1tiply'it by 
100, giving 25600, divide this by 1682 to two places of decimaJs, 
giving 15'22, and add it to the vib of the lower or ~~56, giving 
271 '22 vib for 8 OU , which is correct to two places of decimals. 
Hence we obtain a perfectly clear arithmetical conC€'ption of a 
sem or the twelfth pa.r-t of an Octave. 

Now take an imaginary fingerboard of a pianoforte, 40 feet in 
length, and at the beginning and at the end of each 40 inches 
introduce a single string which on being struck vibra·~es e:xa.ctly 
100 in 1682 vib. more than its predecessor. We shall then have a 
fingerboard which may be represented by the annexed diagram 
(Table I.),t ill which, for convenience, the long line oj: 40 feet is 

* Of course this has been obtained by higher arithmetic, aod is a close 
approximation to the 12th root of 2. Observe that .~xn giVHS the well
known approximations ~! (too large) and H (too small). It lVill be seen 
by Table II., col. B, below, that the vibrations of A are to tho;~e of AI 88 

1,681,793 to 1,781,797, which gives the above ratio. A whole ~rone is very 
nearly indeed 10000+8909, which is obviously less tha.n the Ma.jor Tone 
9+8, and greater than the Minor Tone 10+9. 

t Wh!'lJl. the paper was read, a di~m, having the dimellBiollS here 
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divided into 12 lines of 40 inches ea£h, and the note which ends 
any oue also begins the next, &8 indicated by the usual name which 
is placed at the beginning and end of eooh line. 

But this is Btill a. very rough division. We can readily 
imagine 9 other strings introduced between the extJ"emes of each 
line, at equal distances of 4 inches, and giving notes proceeding 
by .equal intervals, which repeated ten times produces 80 aem. 
Such an interval, w mcb mAy be called a tithe,· is repres6J!ted with. 
great exactness by Ht!=lri"ts·. So that to find a. tone which. 
is &0 tithe higher than 8C=256, we multiply by 10, giving 2560, 
and divide, to three places of decimals, by 1726, giving 1·425, and. 
then add this to 256, giving 257·425 vib. The mode of noting· 
this will be given presently. 

We must carry this division further, &ond suppose that between. 
each pair of strings, which give notes separated by a tithe, WEI 

introduce 9 other strings separated from each other by 4 tentrul 
of an inch, and proceeding by equal intel'V8.ls, which repeated 10 
times will produce a tithe. Such an. interval, which will bE, 
naturally called. a cent, is represented almost precisely by mi=: 
1rfa-n so that to find an interval which is one cent sharper thatl 
80=256 vib w~ divide 256 by 1731 to 2 p1aces of decimalB;, 
giving ·15, and add to 256, giving 256·15 vib. 

For many theoretical calculations we require to go further, 
and find an jnterval which is the tenth part of a. cent, and ma.y 
be called a mil. The ratio of a, mil is Hill or l~. WI) 

even find it necessary to ima.gine an interval which is the tenth 
part of a mil, a.nd may be called a. dime, having the ratio +H+a-:~ 
or 1 rrJITlJ. t Such intervals are, of course, far beyond all power 
of ear to appreciate when the notes are struck in Buccessiot, 
and can scarcely be heard by beats except under wonderfully 
favourable circumstances, yet in accumulating a, large number {If 
interva.ls we should often commit very appreciable errors in MI. 
culation, if we did not use the mil, and occasionally the dimo. 
But the cent 1s the practical limit. 

In the diagram the tithes are marked by alternate black and 
blank paraUelograms, the upper boundary forming the line COll

sidered. The separation of the colours gives the position of eR(:h 

indicated, was exhibited. It is by DO mea.ns large or unwieldy, but for b.e 
purposes of printing it, the length of the imaginary key-board has be·3n 
reduced to 4.8 inches, divided into 12 parts of 4 inches each, that is, it 
appears as one-tenth of itf! act1lal size. The statement of the actual 
dimensions is, however, retained in the text. * Tithe, of COUISe, means a tmth, but the word tC1ltl, itself had to ·:>e 
omitted beca.nse it is the name of well· known intervals, the tnajor Tent.h, 
ot I, and the minor Tenth, or t!l. 

t To reduce these relations to one common standard, suppose that the 
starting note makes 1,000,000 vibrations in some known interval of tune. 
Then a. note which is a sem higher than the starting note makes 59,462 
vibrations more in the same time j a. note which is a tithe higher makes 
only 5,793 vibrations more; one a cent higher only 578 more j one a nil 
higber only 58 j and one a dime higher only 6 vibrations more than. the 
starting nota, in the same time. 
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tithe as a geometrical line. The cent and mil are determined by 
8. scale, easily drawn, each cent being represented by a space of 
4 tenths and eooh mil by one of 4 hundredths, that is 1 twenty
fifth of an inoh; but a dime, occnpying vh inch, is far 1:00 small 
to be noted even on a keyboard of 40 feet to the Ootnve. To· 
mark the position of any particular string or note term:inating a. 
cent or mil, a pointer is used, in the shape of half as'lna.re, or 
two half.squares snperposed.· Where the vertical ed:goe of the 
point.er cuts lihe line of sem we have a mathematical point which 
exactly shows the interval, even in ala.rge diagram. 

Any pitch can. therefore be fixed to the nearest mil or dime 
by stating that it is so many Octs, so many sema, so :ma.:1Y tithes, 
so many cents, and so many mils, or 80 many dimes: sa 8 Oct, :; 
sem, 3 tithes, 7 cents, 9 mils, and 6 dimes. . But sUJ.oo 8 Oct 
conta.in 8 times 12 or 96 sem, and 96 sem+5.sem is 101 Bem, 
this result can be more conveniently represented by tho decimal 
:fraction 101'3796 aern or to the nearest cent (in which case a cent 
must be added if there are 5 mils or more over) as 101'38 sem.t 

It is evident that, by a. laborious calculation, this nnmber of 
sem would enable us to find the exact number of vib, just 80S a 
number of vib would give us the complete resl11t iu sem. By 
Table II. this calculation is reduced to simple mnltiplicntion and 
long division, which, though. rather lengthy when we wish to go 
as far as dimes, is really shorter and simpler than the usual pro
cesses as fa.r as cents, and involves no references to other tables. 

In writing any note, then, we may use such a form SofllOl'381 
Bem, or, since 5 Bem corresponds to equally tempered }I', and 96 
sem to 8 Octaves, we might write 8 F + '381, that is, 381 mils 
sharper than 8Fto the standard 80=256 mil. Suppose, however, 
it was more than half a sem, or 500 mils sharper, such 808 101'683 
sem or 8 F+'683, it would be more intelligible generally to can· 
sider it as 8 FlJ - '317, that is, as a :flat Ft, to which it is nearer, 
rather than a sharp F from which it is more distant. But, sup
pose that we want to represent the pitch with reference to another 
standard as 80'=264 vib. Then we must find theinteryal Ht= 
1~='533 Bem; and having laid down that 0' D' &c. now mean 
notes sbarpertban OD &C. by '533 sem, we have 8 F'=B F+ '533 
fi1'8t, and hence 8 F' -'152=8 F+ '381, so that the pitch ",mbe ex
pressed as a flat F' rather than as a sharp F. The difiel'l3nce '152 
sem is clearly found by' deducting '381 from '533. :3imilarly 
101'683sem=8FU -'317=8F+ '683=8F' +'J50,tgivingasharp 
F' instead of a flat FJ. It is quite evident, however, that if we 
confine our notation to figures, as 101'381 sem, or 101'683 sem, 
we avoid all confusions depending on variable pitch, and obtain 
a clear a.nd distinct representation of any pitch, from which we 

* In order to be visible, the pointers were really about ~.ineh wide at 
the bottom, but the measurements were deten¢ned by the vertical side. 

t See examples of this mode of expressing pitch in Tables IV. and V. 
:t In Table m. a means is given for finding 0 C from any va.:.ue of SA 

or 9 C' that is usually employed. 
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can form. any number of intervals following any given reIatiol18 
of intonations with ease and certainty. Supposing we stoppEd 
at cents, the ideal Ootave would consist of 1,201 strings each 4 
hundredths (or one-twentyfifth) of an inch separated from i~ 
nearest neigh hour, and covering 40 feet in length, 88 in the dilL

gram (reduced to 48 inches in Table 1.). 1£ this were continued 
for 12 octaves, we should have a keyboard 480 feet long, contain
ing 14,401 strings. Now, preposterous as this may appear, it is 
a very close representation of the actual constitution of the COC11-
lea in the internal ear, whlch is of course microscopic in detaiJ. 
This contains (according to the latest calculations of Hensen, ns 
cited by Dr. Preyer, p. 41), about 16,40() capillary nerve fibres, 
which act as the single strings of our ideal monster pianoforte, 
and are struck, not by hammers, but by the vibrations of a pecu
liar fluid in which they :fioat. When we ascend on a piano, we 
pass from the left to the right by degrees, and we fix the pitch 
by stopping at a, certain digital. Thus also in the ear we pao,s 
over the nerve fibrils in succession, and fix tbe pitch by stoppil:.g 
at one of them. The only difference appears to be this: that (In 
our ideal piano we have made the number of strings in ea<:h 
octave, and the interva1 between the noteB, exactly the same, while 
in the ear it is probable that the intervals differ, and that tJ1B 
number of nerve fibrils is different in each octave. We must oJ:lO 
remember that very few musical tones are simple, · so that the 
motion of the :fluid affects a. number of fibrils at the same tUlle 
and with unequal force. The old experiment of raising the 
dampers on a :fiat piano, and shouting a vowel on to the Bounding 
board, which will be in. a small, but appreciable fraction of a 
second re-echoed from the strings, exhibits the action of Ule 
whole mechanism with sufficient exactness to make it compI'e
hensible. 

The arithmetical pitch of a. compound note is that of its low
est constituent or partial simple tone, but all the other partials hE:lp 
to give individuality to the sensation, and it is fonnd that diffflr
cnces in the quality of tone, in the loudiless, 01' duration of the 
not.es, or even in the length of silence between two notes, materia:Uy 
affect the estimation of pitch and interval by the ear. It is therefore 
for many pnrposes advisable to construct a table which gives the 
exaot inteITaI between the lowest and any other PlP"tia1. Thill I 
have done in Table IV. at the end of this paper, up to 64 reckoned 
to dimes. By adding these sem to the sem of the note, as far as 
we please (it is seldom necessary to proceed beyond 12 or 16, or 
higher than 120=144 sem) we obtain a. very precise indication 
of the real phenomenon presented by BOunding a. compound musi
cal note. Thus, if we sonnd a strong reed tone of which the 
lowest partial is '17 sem or 6 F, we real1y hear to the nearest cent 
the simple tones 77, 89, 96'02, 101, 104'86, 108'02, 110'69, 113, 
111;'04,116'86, 118'51, 120'02, ] 21'41, 122·69, 123'88, 125 : that. is, 
6F, 7F, 8 0+'02,8 F, 8 A-'14, 9 0+'02, 9 DI -"31, 9 F, 9 G'04, 
9.A.-·14,9 AU +5],100+'02,1001 +41, 10DI -'31,10E-"12, 
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10 F. And it is evident that these numerous fixed points, or a.t 
least the first 8 of them, which do not in general beat together, 
will be very instrumental in determining the seIlB8.tion of pitch: 
In fact, for simple or p.ea.rly simple tones the sensation of pitch is 
found to be very ,:imperfect, and for different qualities of tone it 
is apt to be very different, even when their a.rithmeticaJ pitch is 
identical.· On the diagram (Table I.) I ha.ve given the odd. 
numbered partials only, reduced to the same octave, because the 
evenly numbered partials will always be octaves of some of these. 
The marks for these are double wedges with the numbEtr of the 
partiaJ placed near them, and, if they correspond to any named 
note, its name is placed below. A single glance at their position 
will show that the harmonic theory of the scale implieE. a selec
tion of tones as well as a.n.y other. I have also marked by single 
wedges (when they are not in the harmonic series) llolld with 
names below, a series of 52 just Notes arranged systema.ticaJly, 
with tb~ pitches attached, in 'ra.ble V. These exhibit in 8. striking 
manner the differences of a great comma of 235 mils, an ordinary 
comma. of 215 mils, and a skhisma of 20 mils which frequently 
occur, and hence become the starting points for temperament. 

Having spent so much time over the representation of inter
vals, by a musicianly process, on an arithmetical basis, I use the 
aem, cents and mils thus obtained to represent the results obtained 
by Prof. Preyer in comparing the actual physiological powers of 
exceptionally good and highly cultivated ears, in appro:rimatirig 
to these arithmetical results. 

First, What arr the lowest musical tones a1Udible 1 that is, What 
it the smallest'll/umber of vibrations in a second which can be heard 
as one continuous tone J 

For this purpose Dr. Preyer had a.n instrument constructed 
by Herr Appunn which was shown in the Loan Collection of 
Scientific Apparatus in 1876. It consists of a series of metal 
tongues vibrating from 8 to 32 times in a second, and increasing 
by 1 vibration for each note, and then increasing by 2 vibrations 
for each note to 64 vib, and then by 4 a.t a time to 128 "ib. t It 
must be remembered that the resulting tones are very c(.mpound, 
and give numerous disagreeable beats. But it is the lowest 
partial only on which attention must be fixed, and Dr. Preyer 
found that if the wind were allowed to die out gradually this 
lowest tone was heard best just at. the moment of disap:pearance. 
The result is, that Dr. Preyer could hear a tone of ID vib, and 
could not hear one of 13 vib. For 14 he was uncertain. Most 
ears could not hear below 24 vib.~ When I played down the 

* See Dr. Stone's observations on the difficulty of distinguishing a 
difference of pitch in the Oboe and Clarinet, and Mr. Hipkins's remark on 
pianos tuned to the same pitch but having different qualities of tone. Dr. 
Stone, in Ooncqrdia, ' On Tuning an Orchestra.' 

t This instrument was purchased by the South Kensington ]fuseum a.t 
the close of t.he exhibition. 

:t Dr Preyer gives the following as the fina.l result of experiments re
peated hundreds of times when the listener did not know what number of 
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senes on Appunn'g instrument, most persons heard quite well 1;.:> 
32 vib but after that, somewhere about 30 vib (varying wit:il 
different persons), the tone suddenly seemed to jump up a.Jl 

Octave; this arose from the lowest partial ceasing to be audiblEl. 
Those who, applying the ear carefully to the box of the instrumen1;, 
soomedtohear a deep tone, were genera.llyhea.ring the Octave above 
that which they really fancied they heard. If the lowest partiaJ 
were strongly reinforced by resonators, poBSibly the lower tone 
would be hea.rd better. But the means of producing easily a.ud:.
ble simple tones, which are lower than 23 to 15, seem. to be nd 
as yet discovered.· 

The result is, that the existence of the simple tone 40=16 vib 
is a. very doubtful, but it may be mll.6ica.lly effective when 8.f1-

sociated as a compound tone with higher partials, and that i) C;::= 
32 vib. is the lowest compound tone of which the lowest partinl 
can be made musicaJly efiective. 

The next question is, Whait is the highest musical tone that can 
be heard? 

vibrations he had to hear, bnt was somewhat a.cccnstomed to observe, SoII.d 
listened with his ear close to the wood of the instrument as the wind WU8 

aJiowed to die out:-
8, 9. No musical tone; an intermittent frictional noise is heard, 8oI:.d 

the intermittences can be counted. 
10,11, 12,13, 14. No musical tone; the tremor is felt, a.nd the vibm

tions a.re visible; the rattle is feebler. 
15. No musical tone i some perceive an obscure sensation of sound. 
16, 11, 18. The sensation of musical tone commences i in addition ';0 

the tremor of the air, which is sensible to the touch, many hear an obscn::e 
sound. 

19, 20. With many the sensation of tone is distinct j the tone itself 
buzzes gently. 

21, 22. Many hear a humming tone. 
23, 24. Everyone whose sensation of hearing is not impaired now hears 

a very deep, mild, beautiful tone. 
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30. As the pitch of the tone increases it becomes less 

ea.sily heard, because the length of the time for which it lasts, as the wind 
dies off, becomes shorter, but it is distinct. 

31, 32. The tone is still distinct;but short. 
34, 36, 38. The tone is very short and difficult to hear. 
40. Impossible to hear anything, because the vibrations of the reed, as 

the wind dies out, have become too feeble. 
* The case is different for beats. If a major Third 1 be sounded, b.e 

beats arising from the 4th partial of the lower and the ard of the uPFer 
note, relatively 16 and 15, are well heard s.eparately, and their number is 
exactly i of the number of vibrations made by the lower note in one secOl:.d. 
But at the same time the differential tone arising from sounding 4 and 5 
together is also heard, and it makes exactly the same number of vibrations 
in a second as the bea.ts which are heard as separate sounds. I have heard 
this distinct.ly for the just major Third 256 : 320, beating 64 times in a 
second by its partials, and producing the differential tone 64:, on Appun::l's 
Tonometer. Dr. Preyer thinks that different parts of the ear hear the 
discontinuous beats and the continuous tone. But in the case of an 
original tone itself the separate beatB are not heard. I believe the two 
phenomena to be totally distinct) and that beats and differential tones 
have no physical connection. They seem to me to have a different ori{~n 
and to follow diffeIent laws. 
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This is not solved. Herr Appunn has made 31 tuning f(Jrks, 
fonning just majol"' scales from 110=2048 vib to I5E-tI39 or 
183'863 sem=40960 vib. These were-shown at the Loan Exhibi. 
tion, - and I could hear them all distinctly,when carefully bO'IVed, 
at the distance of 100 feet. Up to 140=16384 vib there was 
no difficulty at all, but 150, 15D+'040, 1.5E,-,·131 were not 
easy to bear. They were very distressing to many ears, though 
not UJ mine. Captain Deuglas Galton exhibited a means of pro. 
ducing still higher tones, but with less power. For mnsical pur. 
poses tones higher than 120=4096 vib become useless, on a.cconnt 
of the difficulty of recognising their intervals, and the :mere 
mechanical tuning of such tones presents enormous difficultil~B.t 

Hence the researches of Dr. Preyer tend to make the prac:tical 
musical Bcale extend over '1 Octaves from 5 C to 12 C (32 to 4096 
vib), though for the purpose of strengthening partials, 88 in organ 
mixture stops, 9 Octaves from 4C to 13 C (16 to 8192 vib) may 
be ava.ilable-certainly no more. 

The next question is, How accurately can we estima.te pitch :~ytlte 
eaT only 1 Which is quite · different from the question, How accu
rately can we measure pitch? The estimation of pitch delllands 
a musical ear. The measurement of pitch is purely mecha.:o.ica.l, 
and requires simply the power of hea..-ing and counting bea1;s. 

The best meaDS of measuring sensitiveness is difficult to 
determine. But without declaring it to be, for a given -7)itck, 
inversely proportional to the smallest number of mils perCeived 
or the largest number of mils not perceived, it is evident that 
either Bet of numbers will serve as a very convenient 8cale for 
the purpose of comparing the sensitiveness of different pe:rsons. 
Observe that I have inserted the words' for a given pitch,' for 
the sensitiveness of every ear seems to vary with the pirehof the 
note under observation. 

To examine the sensitiveness of the ear for pitch, we must 
sound two notes in rapid succession, with either the 880me or 
different pitch, the exact difference having been first deter:mined 
mechanically, and must take care tbat the quality of tone, loud. 
ness, duration, and steadiness of tone, should be 88 nearly 808 
possible the same in each case. An alteration in anyone of these 
four points confuses the ear. Then arise two questions--first, 
Are the tones different 1 secondly, If 80, which is the 8ha,ryer? 
These two questions are entirely different. Many ears will s,nswer 
the first correctly which will not answer the second correctly. 
To prevent any influence on the judgment of the ear, no lJerSOn 
shoDId be present except the examiner and examinee, a,iid the. 
latter should not see what keys or valves are touched to p:roduce 
the sound. Every precaution has to be taken, also, to ha,ve the 
eru.'s and the whole nervouS condition fresh and unwearied. 

* These forks were also purcbased by the South Kensington Jlfusenm 
a.t the close of the exhibit.ion. 

t Herr APPlIDn informed me tha.t a hundred guineas would not pay him 
fot the mere la.bour of making these 31 forks mentioned in the te~t. 
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To try his experiI;nents Dr. Preyer had ·two instruments CO:1-
structed by Herr · Appunn, a Tonometer and a Differential 
Apparatus. The Tonometer contained 33 tones, from 7 C = 1~~8 
vib,to 8 C = 256 vib, proceeding by differences of 4 vibrations, J~O 
that any two adjacent tones beat with each other 4 times in a. 
second. But as this would have given a succession of perfeDt 
consonances, Dr. Preyer slightly altered the pitches, and care
fully mea.sared the result by oounting the beats. The exact pitl,h 
of ea.oh note is therefore given in Table VI. in vib, and the aem 
between each and the lowest is annexed. The Dift'erenmal 
Appara.tus hnd 25 tanBs, from 500 to 501 vib proceeding by 
tenths of a. vibration, and then 504, 508, 512, 1000, 1000'2, 
1000'4, 1000'6, 1000·8, 1001, 1008, 101{), 1024, 2048,409& vib 1"6-

spectively.· Both were constructed with harmonium reeds- alld 
a wind regulator, to give a tone which couJd be depended c·n, 
and both were constantly proved by counting beats. With theile, 
including Delezenne's results, Dr. Preyer found (p. 81) that-

a.t vib or about a. difference of giving an interval of 
119-791 6 n '418 vib 60 mils } 
439'636 8 A '364 " 14 " fMB 
500 9 C '300 " 10 " perceived. 

1000 10 C '500 " 9 " 
But, 

at vib or about a difference of giving an interval of 
59'895 5 B '209 vib 60 mils } 

109'909 6A '091 " 14 " was 1UJt 
250 8 C '150 " 10 " perceived. 
400 8 GIf '200 " 9 " 
The intervals in the two cases are the same, but the pitch in 

the latter case was about an Octave lower than in the former, 
and hence the difference in the numbers of vibrations far the same 
interval is very different. 

Combining all the results, we may state generally tha.t 
throughout the Bcale ~- vib is not hea.rd ; 

but from 5Gg to 8GI, ~ vib } 
and " 8 A " 9 C, l" is heard. 
" . " 7C ,,10C, ! ,t 

These differences, however, give very different intervals. Thtls 
~ vib = 215 mils at 4 C = 16 vib. 

" = 107 " 5 C = 32 " 
" = 54 " 6 C = 64 " 
" = 27 " 7 C = 128 " 
" = 14 " 8C =256 " 

~ " = la " 8A =430-54: " 
" = 11 " 9C =512 " 

i " = 136 " 5 GI = 50-80 " 
" = 11 " 8GIf =406-31 " 

On examining the smallest intervale! which could occurinj"lst 
* The Tonometer with 33 reeds (proper tnne a.nd not altered as for Dr. 

Preyer's purposes), together with another with 65 reeds (C 256 to C5l2 
proceeding by4 vibrations a.t a time), was exhibited at the Loan Collection 
of Scientific Apparatus, and both were purchased at the close of the ex
hibition by the Sonth Kensington Museum. The Differential Appara.tus 
was not exhibited. 
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intonation, from the great Limman = 1 Th-, or 1'332 salD, to· the 
skhisma ~ or 20 mils, we see that it is only the la!lt which 
runs any danger of not being heard by good ears. 'When the 
number of vibrations is less than 220, that is, when a neta is be
low 7 A, and two tones are sounded which are but a. skhisma 
apa.rt, they will differ only by t vib, a.nd hence the best ElarB may 
fail to detect the difference. But from 440 vib, that is fi:'Om 8 A 
upwards, the difference will be i vib or more, and will b~ always 
detected. The feeling of a. singer, however, will allow hiIn: even in 
the 7th octave, to take. a Fifth with such precision, that, on wunding 
a tempered and just Fifth with his note, beats will be immediately 
hea.:rd in the first case and none in the second. I had a~:l oppor
tunity of witnessing this at a lecture given. by Dr. Stono, at the 
South Kensington Museum, on July 25, 1876. This is, however, 
80 different case. The same singer might not have dete(:ted that 
two notes, differing by a skhisma and sounded in succ4~ssion at 
the pitch of the higher of his two notes, actually differed in pitch. 
In harmony, the beats produced by a. skhisma. are very distinct 
above 80, and without them we could hardly hope for equal 
temperament at a.ll. 

rfhe above results refer priucipally to tones between 7 0 aud 
10 O. Beyond these limits the sensitiveness of the ear d.ecrea.ses 
materially. Below I) E = 40'32 vib practised ears will not recog
nise a. whole vibration (which even at :> E amounts to 4~:4 mils), 
and unpractised ears will not perceive 2 or 3 vib (the first gives 
839 mils, and the second 1'242 BeID at:> E). Above 100 the 
sensitiveness probably diminishes, and after 110 the judgment 
beoomes very uncertain. Unpractised ears, including those of 
pianists, did not distinguish even a minor Third in the 12th octave, 
although the difference was more than 1000 vib. Muc:h. of this 
want of sensitiveness, however, depends npon want of p::"aCtice. 

But it is also very singular that many of those who can tell that 
the pitch is different in the two cases caunot say with certainty 
which note is the sbarper wheD the interval is small. Ont of 398 
trials, in 11 cases the ear could not say which tone was sha.rper, 
the difference amounting to l, -i, and Ir, vibration out of 1000 or 
500 (giving in the former case about 7,10, and 15 mils, and in the 
latter 14, 20, and 30 mils l"espectiveYy). But these 11obsel"vers 
were better off than 154 others, who pronounced the flatter tone to 
be the sharper, or conversely. Even. in thecaseo£ 1000a,nd 1001 
vib (17 mils at 10 C-'41), the very best observers have sometimes 
mistaken the sharper for the flatter tone. (See P.S., p. '24.) 

One practical result of this investigation is that, as already 
indicated, in comparing the relative sensitiveness of two ears, we 
must give Dot only the number of oents which they failed or 
succeeded in distingnishing, but also the pitch, or at least the 
approximate pitch, of the tone on which they were tried. It will 
be quite enough to give this pitch to the nearest whole number 
of !leID, which can always be determined with sufficient exact-
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ess by a. common harmonium or pianoforte. We may say tha.t 
: gooo, eaT for 1J/fI,isons hears an error: . 

100 mils at 6 C = 6{ vib, and gradually less on ascending. 
80" 7 C - 128 "rapidly " " 
13" 8 C = 256 " not so rapidly " " 
10" 9 C = 512 " nearly the same " 

8 " 10 C = 1024 " not quite so little " 
Fur itnt8rvaZs t}TeatffT than a unison it will be enough r.)r 

musical purposes to note the semitone nearest to the lower note, 
a.nd the amount of error heard or not heard in the 'Upper note. 
In the following ta.bles error will be a.lways expressed in mils, 
and the marks #, ~, placed before the number of IDils respectively, 
will indicate that the upper note was too sharp or too fiat by tha.t 
aroount. It does not always follow tha.t the same amount of error 
was heard in both cases. The degrees by whioh the error was 
perceived will be distinguished by the expressions 'unhe&ld, 
scarcely heard, just heard, heard, well heard, very well hea:rd, 
~ery distinctly heard,' and the statements of observers, as givo~n 
by Dr. Preyer, are interpreted by this scale. Sometimes tue 
obse~er states whether the second note appears too sharp (#) or 
too flat (b). The principal opinions cited are those of RElrr 
Georg Appunn, of Ha.na.u, ma.rked A, and those of Herr Michnel 
von Davidoff, of Moscow, professional violinist, m~ked D, both 
men of a very great degree of ,sensitiveness of ear, highly culti. 
vated by long practice. The letter U marks the judgments of 
other leSB practised ears. When no letter is annexed the obsen-er 
is not named. 

For the Octave the two first experiments are from Delezen1l8, 
the others from Dr. Preyer's own l·esearches. In aJ.l the other 
intervals the Tonometer from 128 to 256 vib was used, carefully 
and constantly verified by counting the beats. All the lower 
tones, therefore, of the intervals are in the 7th Octave; bence the 
number 7 is omitted for convenience. The actnal notes &1'e,:in. 
dicated by the numbers explained in Table VI. I have given all 
the results contained in Dr. Preyer's pamphlet in this entiroly 
Dew form, because, without examining them as a series, it is im. 
possible to feel the great' difficulties experienced in hearing an 
error, and still more in determining which direction it takes. 
Strange contradictions in this respect will be found in the minor 
Third, minor Sixth, and maj or Tone. The experiments are by 
no means sufficient for many intervals, especially for the Octave,. 

* Mr. Herrman Smith writes to me that 'very few persons are able to 
discriminate between a. perfect and So slightly imperfect interva.l of an 
Octave. It is only,' adds he, 'by interposing another interval that you 
can be certain of exactitude. I have often proved the best tunerS at falllt" 
to their great astonishment.' A m.i8tnned Fourth above a.nynote is 80 1I1is
tuned Fifth below the Octave of that note, and makes the same nmnbe;~ of 
beats with e~ Harmonium tuners, I believe, use this property to tune 
Octaves by.Bu.t this regards notes which are struck at the same time, 
not in succession, and merely shows the clifficulty of observing the insfant 
of the disa.ppearance of beats, not the sensitiveness of the ear in recognifiing 
precisioll of interval when the llotes are Bounded successively_ 
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Fifth, a.nd :ma.jor Sixth. It is to be hoped that Dr. Preyl~1" ma.y 
be able to complete them by. a. larger tonometer' of two Octaves, 
'1 C to 9 0, which will enable the observer to take intervals ex
ceedinlZ an Octave, because all these are very interesti:tlg a.nd 
important. 

OCTAVE=~+l vib= 12 sem. 

ActualNote& Approximate P;ec1se Error in St&tementa of Observers 
(I« Table VI.) 'LowerNote MUs 

6FI U 34 unheard (Delezenne) 
6FI # 69 just heard (Delezenne) 
SO U 35 well heard 
90 I 17 very well heard 

100 U 8 very distinctly heard 
0.32 70 I 1 unheard 

0.31 70 b271 w~lI heard, U 

FIFTH=3+2 vib=7-o196 aem. 7th Octave. 

4.22 D U 1 unheard, A, D 
0.16 e I 7 unheard, A, D 
2.19 el ; 12 unheard, A, D 

8.28 E b 4: unheard, A, D 
6.25 DU: b 17 unheard, D; a trifle b, A 

10.31 F b 20 unheard, A, D ( = tempered 
Fifth) 

FOURTH =4+3 vib=4'9805 sem. 7th Octave. 

16.32 G b t unbeard, D 
13.28 FU: b 3 unheard, D 

4.16 D b 6 unheard, D 
10.240 F b 7 unheard, D 
14.29 FI b 96 unheard, A, D 
11.25 F b 102 beard, A, D 

8.21 E b 103 just beard, A, D 
5.17 DU: b 122 heard, D; a trace b, A 
2.13 eu: b 126 well heard, D, U 

7.20 DI U 2 unheard, D 
1.12 CI U 6 unheard, D 

15.31. G # 82 unheard, A, D ; a trace too I , A 

Flf 
(the tempered Fourth is 120) 

]2.27 # 95 unheard, D; extremdy little 
wrong, A 

9.23 E U 100 unheard, D; a trace too If, .A 
6.19 DI U 103 scarcely heard, A, D 
3.15 D 1127 heard, A, D 

14.30 FI It 186 too It , A; just hea.rd, D 
11.21) F It 194 well heard, DAD b 

2.14 CI U 256 too It, D, 
1.13 elf It 391 . distinctly heard, D 
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(", TableVL) 

0.21 
3,26 
6.31 

5.30 
2.25 
6.32 

3.27 
0.22 

8.18 
4.13 

13.24: 
17.29 

1. 9 
5.14: 

14.25 
18.30 

2.10 

6.15 

12.23 
0.8 

19.32 
15.27 
11.22 
7.17 
3.12 

18.31 

10.21 
0.9 

8.16 
18.28 
14.23 
19.29 

9.11 
4.11 

15.24 

20.30 
10.18 

5.12 
16.25 

21.31 
11.19 
11.26 

1. 1 
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MAJOR SIXl'B=O+B vib ... 8·84S6s~ : 7th Oc~Vl:. 
- ' 

ApproxilllJlte Pre<U8 Krrot in ste.temea.tl 'ot Oblenwi ' Lower Note Klls 

C b 83 heard, A, Th; very wrong, . 
D b 96 just heard,D; foo b, D , 
D: b 121 w~ll heard, A; too b, A 

DU U 19 heard, A; j1l8t h~ D 
01 i 109 unheard, D j too I , A 
nu i 15T tool~A (thisia the tempel. 

major Sixth) 
D # 195 well heard 
0 1230 well heard, even by U 

MAJOR TBmD = 5 +4 vib = 3'8631 sem. 7th Octa,ve. 
E b 1 
D b 4: 
FS b 52 
G b 11 
01 b 81 
DJ b 106 
F, b 141 
GI b 148-
0, b 191 

DI b 204: 

FU If 8 
0 I 20 
GU I 45 
G # 60 
F If 79 
Dlt a 98 
D ~ 99 
01 ~ 120 

F 1169 
0 1448 

unheard, A 
unheard, A 
unheard, D; too b, A 
unheard, D; too b, A 
heard, A. D; too b, A 
heard, A, D; too b, A 
well heard, A, D j too b, I ) 
well heard, D 
well heard, A ; just heard, 

too b, D 
very well heard 

unheard, A 
unheard, A, D 
heard, A, D; too., A 
well heard, A, D 
well heard, A, D 
well heard; A, D; too b, ] ) 
well heard, D 
unheard, D; scarcely hes U'd, 

3lD.-Aj a little b, A ~~e t 
pered major ThiId is 11 37) 

just heard, D; somewhat . "D 
a 1 major Third, D 

MINOR TIUIl1);: .. 6+5 vib=3'1564 sem. 7th Octave. 
E b 12i unheard,A,D 
GI b 13 unheard, D 
FI b 58 unheard, A 
GI b 68 unheard, D 
E b 13 unheard, A 
D b 78 unheard, D; a. tracetoo" A 
G b 120 unheard, D; a very little tOo 

b, A , . 
Gif b 123 scarcely heard, A.; too b, D 
F b 140 heard, D; too b. A (the tem-

DIf b 172 
peredminor Thirdisb, :~56) 

unheard, D; too b, A 
G b 174 unheard j scarcely heard, D 

a little too b; too j), il . 
A b 189 heard, D 
F b 199 just heard, D 
G b 245 heard, D 
Olf b 211 too b, D 
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13.22 FI I 6 unheard, A, D 
3.10 D I 14 unheard, A, D 
1.15 DI I 66 unheard, A i heard, D 

12.21 FI I 83 unheard, A i heard, D 
21.32 A I 91 tool,A,D 
2.9 01 I 98 heard, A, D i too b, D 

16.26 G 112. unheard, A; sca.I'ooly heard, D 
6.14 Dl ,130 hea.rd, A, D 

11.20 F 1138 a little I, A i hE:ard, A, D; 
too b, D 

20.31 GI I It7 tool,A,D 
15.25 G 1187 much too I i too II, D 
0.1 0 1287 well heard 

MINOR SIxTR ... 8+5 vib=8'1369 sem. 7th Octave. 
8.32 E b 13 unheard, A, D 
0.19 0 b .7 unheard, A, D 
5.27 DI b 76 unheard, A 
2.22 CI b 120 unheard, D i somev1hat toob, A 
7.30 DI b 121 unhea.rd, D ; somewhat toob, A 

(the tempered minor Sixth 

4.25 D b 180 
is b 137) 

unheard, D ; too b, A i sca.I'~ly 
heard, D 

1.20 CI b 245 heard, D 
8.31 E b 2lH just hea.rd, D 
3.23 D b 304 heard i too b, D 

3.24 D I 7 unheard, A, D 
1.21 CI I 91 unheard, A, D i just hea.rd, D 
4.26 D 1116 heard, D i too I , ,A. 
7.31 nl I 148 heard, n 
2:23 CI 1198 heard, A, D i too U , A 
0.20 0 1289 well heard 

MAJOR TONE = 9 +Ihib = 2'0392 sem. 7th OctM·e. 

8.13 E b 11 unheard, A, D 
24.31 .AI b 13 unheard, D 

1. 5 CU b 37 unheard (F); too b" D (the 
temperedmajorToneisb39) 

17.23 G b 42 heard, A, D i t<>o \I, A 
25.32 AU b 42 heard, Aj too I, A 
9.14 E b 57 heard, D j unhea.rd, A 

18.24 GU b 82 heard, D 
2. 6 01 b 90 heard, D 

19.28 Gil b 119 scarcely heard, D 
U.16 F b 144 heard, D 
14.19 FU b 243 heard, D 

16.22 G I 8 unheard, A 
23.30 A I 28 unheard, A j So little too I , A j 

7.12 DI I 38 
j nst heard, D 

unheard (F) ; head, D 
15.21 G It 56 heard, A j unheard, D 
22.29 A I 64 a little 1', D 
14.20 FlJ lJ 9{- hea.rd, D 
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The order in which the above results are given is nl)t tha'> 
which Dr. Preyer has a.dopted, nol' exactly that in which he sub .. 
sequently says that the consonances seem to arrange themselven 
in respect to sensitiveness of the ear, for I have revel'Red tho 
order of the major Sixth and major Third. It willlm SeAn thao~ 
in no ca.se is any error detected when it does not ex-flood a cenol; 
or at least 8 mils. This justifies us in nsing the convenient cenh 
as the practical unit for small intervals. We have no prope:r 
indications of sensitiveness for the unison and Octave in the 7th 
Octave, and hence these are conjecturally placed in the followin,r 
Table, which for the other intervals gives the actually smallest 
intervals heard, and actna.lly greatest intervals unheard by anJ 
observer in the 7th Octave, as recorded in the preceding TablelJ, 
and then in the last column subjoins the equivalent of Dr. Preyer's 
mean. This mean does not represent the precise mean of the 
recorded observa.tions, but is obviously founded upon other trials 
in addition, and is, perhaps, partly theoretical. This is acknow
ledged to be the case for the Fifth, and is certainly 80 a.lso fer 
the ma.jor Sixth. At present the jump from the Fift.h to the 
Fourth is quite surprising: 

Through the 7th Octa.ve (128 to 256 vib). 

Por the Interval The le&at U or b error The greatst It and b error Dr. Pzeyer's 
hea.rd, had cents anheani, had cents. mean, baa cenUI 

Unison? itS U I! -
Octave? 15 it 2 -
Fifth 1 it 1, b 2 4 
Fourth it 8, b 10 U 10, b 10 10 
Ma.jor Sixth b 8 III 12 
Major Third U 5, b 5 If 12, b 7 11 
Minor Third If 7, b 8 lJ 12, b 17 18 
Minor Sixth # 9, b 12 2$ 9, b 18 18 
Ma.jor Tone J 3, b 4 I 4, b 4 -

The great difference which practice prodnces in the judgment 
formed by the ear, leads me to snppose that its rea.l sensitivenElss 
depends not only upon original constitution of the ear, but, as in 
most other cases of nervouS action, more especially on steaily, 
continued exercise, and that conseqnently with the same original 
constitution those intervals most frequently used are most ac
curately gauged. Now of unisons in melodic succession we m .ve 
comparatively little practice, except in tuning the piano, (and 
then the notes are often struck together,) for in playing music a 
unison is produced generally by repeating an excitement un(ier 
the same circumstances without any judgment of the ear. I 
observed that the unison reeds on my English concertina were 
tuned as Fifths to the same note, and not as unisons to el~ch 
other, and the tuner told me th~t he found tbat the easiest plan, 
although such reeds could be easily made to sound simultaneorudy, 
and thus to give beats. In the unison-strings of a pianofortEl it 
seems to me that the tnner relies more on the Octa va than on 
the unison itself, but hera I may be wrong. The Octave w:~eu 

3 Vol. 3 
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played or sung requires totally different preparation, and hence 
the attention of the performer is early and constantly directed 
to it. He is also constantly hearing it in the voices of men and 
women, or men and boys. Would equal sensitiveness l>e shown 
for the double Octave, which does not lie within the compass of 
perhaps the greater number of singer's voices? The Fifth is the 
very foundation of the musical scale, and to master it thoroughly 
is a necessity of life to the violinist. We should, t,herefore, expect 
that for all singers and violinists, and especially for such men as 
Herr Appunn and HelT Davidoff, the sensitiveness for the Fifth 
would be abnormally high. We see, indeed, by the tables, that 
it is widely distinguished from all other consonant intervo.ls and 
is only approached by the dissonant interval of a Major tone. 
This, again, is merely an Octave lower than the donble ]~ift;h, and 
is more likely to be heard correctly than the semitone. In or
d:inary equal t.emperament it is only 4 cents too flat, and this is 
precisely the amount of error marked as heard and unheard for 
the interval. This leads to the conception that the habit of 
hearing equal temperament and of singing and playing to equally 
tempered instruments has probably much concern in det~rmining 
the sensitiveness of the cultivated, as distinguished from the un
cultiva.ted but naturally sensitive eat". The other interva:ls, except 
the Fourth, are so materially affected in cha1'f.l.cter by tempera
ment, that we are even surprised to find any observers who detect 
the tempered Thirds and Sixths as false. Possibly singers 
brought up to sing just intervals only woula. feel the en'or more 
acutely. I have noticed that in trying to judge of a to:tle or in
terval given by any instrument, the observer almost mechanically 
sings it to himself, that is, translates it into the quality of tone 
with which he is most familiar, and he seems to me (I may be 
quite wrong), to found his judgment rather upon this :~lI.Litatio:n 
(which, of course, is liable t-J differences) than upon the original 
sonnds. I would thus a{!connt for the seizure of intervals between 
simple tones, which in themselves have so slight a hold upon the 
internal ear, on account of the absence of upper pu.rtials. 

The principle by which the consonant intervals are perceived, 
seems to me to be that, conjeetured by Helmholtz-the remem
bered identity of a partial tone in the second note, with :3. pArtial 
tone in the first (Helmholtz, 'Sens. of Tone,' p. 394) . This 
conception has been somewhat diffcJ:"ently carried out by Dr. 
Preyer (p. 60), who, reckoning each note as having 8. or 12, or 
16, or 24 part.ials, determines how many part.ials would be iden
tical in the two tones. But I think there is more than mere 
repetition. The tones compared have rarely more than 8 or 12 
effective partial tones, and the higher of these are generally so 
high and weak, that they would probably not much a:lE~ct the 
judgment of the ear. In the following Table each tone is sup
posed to ha.ve only 8 partial tones. ~'or convenience, the 7 just 
tones 6c, 7c, 7g, 8e, 8el! 8g, ge,* are taken so that the :lumbers 

* C, D, &c. are used for the equally tempered notes of the arithmetical 
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assigned to the various 61J 

partials, when multiplied 1 
by 64, will give their vib. ; 
Now observe that 7 c COU - -1 
tams exactly 4 partials 
(2, 4, 6, 8) the same as 
those of 6 e the Octa vo 
below, but 7 9 contains 
only 2 partials (6, 12) the 
same as those of t,he Fifth 
below 7 c, aud Be also con
tains 2 partials (12, 24) 
the BaIne as those of 7 9 
the FourLh below. Hence 
this principle does not 
distinguish the Fifth nud 
Fourth without taking 
more partials into consi-
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deration. Again, in all the 32 
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other intervals the major :\5 
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Third Be to 8 e17 the major 36 
Sixth 7 9 to 8eh the minor 40 42 ·10 
Third 8e l to 8$1, and the 48 .18 
minor Sixth 8el to 9c) the .56 
npper tone has only 1 par- ,34: 
tia.l in common with the lower. It seems, therefore, ne~essaryto be 
satisfied with one common partial only, and to snppose that the 
differences depend upon the position of that partial with respect 
to the others. Now the higher the partial the less distinctly it 
is perceived and the mot'e it is veiled by the lower and louder 
partial'! below it. This is but an illustration of Prof. Alfred 
Mayer's recent investigations on the extiaction or at least veiJiug 
of a higher weaker tone by a lower and stronger tone, while con
versely a higher stronger tone does not extinguish or veil a lower 
weaker tone.* Now for the Octave I the first identical partial is 
the lowest in the upper note and the lowest but onc in the lower 
note. For the Fifth} it is the 2nd of the upper whic.h is identi(~al 
with t,he 3rd or the lower note. The result onght to be more 
difficult to perceive than in the former ea.'3e, and 1 cannot douht 
that more special practice is generally necessary to recognise a 
Fifth than an Octave. I recommend this point to the attention of 
teachers of beginners in naming intervals heard, and distinguishhg 
whether t.he second note is too sharp or too fiat. For the Fourth 
! it is the 3rd partial of the npper tone, which is identical with 

scale, where 0 C IDal'ks 1 vibration in a. second; C', D', &c., are used for 
the equally tempered notes when the initial pitch 0 C' is not 1. Similarly 
the sma.ll letters c, d, &c., with the additional conventions shown in Table 
V., represent just tones, beginning with 0 C and c', d', &;c., with the same 
additional conventions, the just tones commencing with 0 C' . 

.. See his paper in Nature, for 10th Aug. 1 ~76, p. 318. 
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the 4th of the lower, and this must require very much more 
attention and care. The Fourth is also an interval mno}l more 
seldom practised now, as we do not uBually tune by it, 80 that it 
is best known as the inversion Fifth, and not as a subs·tantive 
interval. Possibly when the old Greek Tetrachord was founded 
on the Fourth, the ear was practised into much greater sensitive
ness for that interval. In ca.l:le of both the major Sixth ! and 
major Third. t, the common partial is the 5th partial of tho lower 
note, but it is the 3rd partial of the upper note for the major 
Sixth, and as high u.s the 4th pa.rtiaJ of the upper note :t'or the 
major Third; this would certainly cause it to be best pe'rceived 
for the major Sixth, and best remembered; so that we should 
naturally expect the ear to be more sensitive for errors in the 
major Sixth than in the major Third. But the major E.ixth is 
the worst tuned of all the intervals in the equal tempel'8ment, 
being 16 cents too sharp, and it is of much less frequent occur
rence than the major Third, hence there is a possibility of the 
latter being better heard, notwithstanding that it is 14 cents too 
sharp in the equal temperament. On account of the few ex
amples of mistuned major Sixths, which Dr. Preyer could pro
duce on his altered tonometer, it is not possible to decide between 
the cultivated sensitiveness of the eal" for these two intervaJs. 
FOl" the minor Third ! and minor Sixth t the common partial 
lies so far up in each case that it is only sUrprising that so much 
sensitiveness was met with. In the examples of minor Thirds 
and minor Sixths, obtained by Messrs. Cornu a.nd Merca.dier (see 
my translation of Helmholtz, p. 791), they were always taken too 
flat. For the minor Third their amateUl" violinists mUle the 
upper note from 13 to 35 cents too fiat, a.nd a pro£~ssional 
violoncellist made it 5 to 21 cents too flat. For the minc·r Sixth 
the amateurs were from 12 to 33 cents flat, and the professional 
violoncellist once only 4 cents, but three times 20 cents too flat. 
These serve to show how very imperfectly fixed this interval is 
in the minds of performers. 

1£ we carried out this principle for the ordering of h.tervals 
according to sensitiveness, including intervals of more than one 
but less than two octaves, we ought to arrive at the following 
natural order, which, however, would be materially affilcted by 
practice. Instead of using fractions, as j, {, &c. to express the 
interval, the equivalent expressions 3+2,5+4, &c. are employed, 
as they are easier to see, and as. these numbers show the order of 
the common partials, the higher number giving the parthl in the 
lower note, it is important to see them at a glance. These are 
placed in the column headed' vib. J The name of the intel'Val 
and an example occupy the last column. The C1")813 line 
separates consonant from dissonant intel"Vals. Thiel would 
of course not necessarily be the order of the comparatil'e value 
consonances and dissonance, the feeling for w mcb depends on 
other matters. 
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Vib Sem Name 
1+ 1 0 Unison, 8e to 8e 
2+ 1 12 Octave. 841 to 917 
3+ 1 191>196 Twelfth, 80 to 9, 
3+ 2 1-()196 Fifth, 841 to 80 
4+ 3 ~'9805 Fourth. 8U to 90 
0+ 2 15'8631 major Tenth, 8 c to 961 
6+ 3 8'8436 major Sixth, 70 to 861 
0+ 4: 3'8631 major Third, 80 to 86. 
6+ 5 3'1564 minor Third, 86J to 8 9 
8+ S 16'9805 Eleventh, 7 9 to 90 
8+ 5 8'1469 minor Sixth, 86, to 90 

9+ (. 14,-0391 major Ninth, 80 to 94 
9+ I) 10'1760 large minor Seventh, 8 e. to 9 rl 
9+ 8 2O()391 major Tone, 817 to 9 tl 

10+ 3 20'8{'36 major Thirteenth. 7 9 to 961 
10 .. 9 1'8240 minor Tone, 881 to 84 
12+ I) 15'1564 minor Thirteenth, 86, to 90 
15+ 4: 22'8821 major Fourteenth, 841 to 9 b 
15+ 8 10'8827 major Seventh, 8 a to 8 b 
16+ 5 20'1469 minor Thirteenth. 8e l to 100 
16+ 9 9'9609 small minor Seventh, 8tl to 90 
16+15 1'1173 diatonic 8emitone, 86, to 8/ 

There are at least four popular ways of teaching to sing: tbit, 
by the feeling for intervals, between two successive notes, which 
is Mr. Hulla.h's plan; next, by the feeling for dia.tonic succession 
only, the successive DOtes being mentally connected by such a 
chain, whioh is M. eheva's pla.n j thirdly, by the mp.ntal effec;;. of 
each tone in the ma.jor a.nd relative minor scales, which is the 
Tonic Solfa plan; and last of all, most general I feal', by playing 
the air on a piano, and imitating it. The extreme variety of 
intervals in just intonation confines the first plan to tempered 
intonation, and yet it is only in just intonation that the principle 
of an identified partial, giving the trne feeling of an interva]l, is 
possible. The second plan was originally developed for a. hml
pered sCMe, difiering from the usual equal temperament," anti it 
is hardly applicable to just intonation. The third method 'was 
suggested by the practice of jnst intonation, to which it app«!ars 
exactly suited. The fourth plan reduces everything to learning 
'by ear.' There is a. fifth plan possible for those who can 
remember every tone within the compass of their voice. Delier
mining what is the precise interval hearo, and proceeding by a 
known interval from one tone to another, are two different things, 
and probably the second is much easier than the fJ.rst. DT'. 
Preyer is, however, dealing only with the first. 

* Galin, the introducer of the method, advocated Huyghens' cycle (If 31 
notes to the Octave, with nearly perfect major Thirds and flat F:1ths 
(Erporitio1f, d'1M,8 Nouvelle Md¥ile powr l' Enseig'fumtent fk 10. Mur.:que, 
1816; reprinted 1862, p, 162). Em.ile Cheve, its chief propagator, usel; the 
cycle of 29 to the Octave, which gives sbarper major Thirds than the 
Greek, and also sharp Fift.hs, of which he ~as a.pparently not aware, for 
no one could bave endured them (Mi:tkode Elimentai'l'e de 1Il1lriq1l~ Vo<alt: j 

this division results from p. 292). 
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For the 6th Octave the sensitivene8s is less thRn the 7th, 
which is that to which all the above experiments on :~ntervals 
relate_ Below the 6th Octave, sensitiveness decidedly diminishes_ 
In the 8th and 9th Octave sensitiveness increases, but in the 10th 
it dem"eases, and from the 11th upwards it is very sma.ll indeed, 
one reason being: of course, that the ear is little practised in esti. 
mating such sonnds with accuracy_ The following results actu
ally obtained by observation show how exceedingly uncertain are 
the judgments of the ear, on such unnsual positions. 

In the first list referring to the 4th a.nd 5th Octa-V'€S, only 
erroneous judgments are given; the correct opinions WE!re, how
ever, more numerous than the incorrect. 

Lower Tone in 4th Octave, 16 to 32 vib. 

Vib I Bern to Real Name of Name 88Bigned to the i Error in 
cents Interval IutervRl sem to cent 

32+16 1~ Octave about a Ifuurth 
(about 
l b 7-02 

48+16 1!J-02 Twelfth doubtful 1 
36+18 12 Octave doubtful, Oclave 1 
38+1V 12 Octave Octave of the Fourth 14-98 
30+20 7-02 Fifth doubtfuJ, Octave 1 
50+25 12 Octave major ~ixth I> 3-16 
50+29 9-43 59 cents sharper 

than a. major Sixth minor Sixth I> 1-29 
50+30 8-84 major Sixth minor Sixth b -10 

Lower Tone in 5th Octave, 32 to 64 vib. 
64+32 12 Octave doubtful ? 
40 + 36 1'82 minor Tone major Tone U '22 

128+56 14-31 27 cents sbarper 
thanamajorNinth major Ninth b '22 

In the next table the opinions of four of Dr. Preyer's best 
observers, distinguishecl as A, D, N, and Z, alone are given. 
nod they possess much interest as being the judgments formed 
by excellent musiciaus, on hearing such tones for the first time. 
The intervals were all just. The trials were made with Konig'S 
rods and Appunn's forks. 

The Lower Tone in the 12th Octave, 4096 to 8192 vib. 

Vib Sem to Real ru:.me Names assigned to the InterTal by 
cents oiInterval A D I N Z I 

6120+ 4096 3-86 rna_ 3rd 5th 4th major 2nd -
61H+ 4096 7-02 5t.h 3rd, 5th 1,5th TU)1f', mi_ 3rd 1, major 2nd 
~H)'), ;- 40U6 12 Octavu - Octave ·Hh ma.jor 3rd 
G144+ 5120 3-16 mi. 3rd - ? (4th) nearly Unison -
~HI2+ 5120 8'U mi_ 6th 15th 1 - -.. " " .. - 1 ? -
0240+ 6120 ]~ Octave - 5th, Oct. - 7th 
SI!J2+ 6144 4-98 4th 3rd oth, Oct._ Tono -
2288-~ 6144 12 Octave Octave oth - '. -
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The Lower Tone in the 13th Octa.ve, 8192 to 16384 vib 

Vib Semto Real name Names assigned to the Interval by 
C<lnts otInterval A. D I N Z 

8192+ 8192 0 Unison - Unis(\n -
10240+ ~192 3'86 ma.3rd 6th ? ? -

" " " " - 5th,1 - -
12288+ 8192 1'02 5th - 6th -- 4th; an. i 5th 

" " " " - ? 3rd -
16384 + 8192 12 Octave Octave Octave, ? - -
12288 · ~10240 3-16 mi.3rd 5th - - 4th, ma. 3 ro, Srd 
16384 -:- 10240 8' 4: mi. 6th - ma.6th - -
:10480 + 10240 12 Octave - 1 ? -
16:384;- 12288 4,.98 4th 4th Unison - 2nd,4, th 
:W480+12288 8'84 ma.6th - 6th 1 -

This table, however, does not represent the full amount of 
confusion. From 70=128 vih, to 10 C=1024 vib, the fmU" 
observers never once stated the intervals incorrectly. T:~e 
observers were often in doubt, shown by (?) in the above iahle. 
A never doubted, D doubted 35'4 times per cent, N 36'3 times 
per cent, and Z 7'1 times per cent. But when they did Dot 
doubt, A was wrong 54'5 times per cent, D 42'3 times per cent, 
N 63'6 times per cent, and Z 64'2 times per cent. Or taking the 
actual numbers, out of 48 cases where no doubt was expresst!d, 
3l judgment.s were wrollg (or 64'5 per cent) . Of these 31 
errors, 20 gave the interva.l too small, and 11 too large. 

Dr. Preyer deduces from this investigation, that a ' physio
logical temperament' would bear to have greater errors below 
6 C and above 11 C, than elsewhere. It is evident, however, that 
no treatment would be useful for harmonic purposes, in which 
the Octave was not treated in the sa.me way throughout. That 
such a proposal could be made, shows the fundamental differenl~e8 
between melody, or suct!essiolls or tones, of which no two nre 
sounded together, and harmony, or the simultaneous sounding of 
two or more tones. The qut:stion of temperament, therefore, 
depends upon a multitude of other considerations, which do not 
come within the scope of this paper. But it is evident that, when 
an ear is constantly exercised in heariDg and using any tempera.
ment, its sensitiveness for consonant intervals must necessarily be 
impaired. And, from experiment made on the differences between 
the harmonic effects of a. major Tone t, a minor Tone l1JO, lmd 
even a diatonic semitoneH, when ta.ken just, or slightly mistuDed, 
I am led to think that the same is likely to be trne for dis· 
sonant intervals. 

To sum np by a single question, What is a good ear for Mu.sic, 
considered merely in its melodic relations? We may, perhaps, 
give the following partial answer.=iI' A good tlar is one whi.ch, 

*' The limitation • partial' must not be overlooked. As for as my own 
opinion goe~. n ,ery grrat. deal more is required. But here it wa~ neces3ary 
to confine myself to the matter brought out in thIS paper. 
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within the 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th Octaves a.ppreciates, hoth in 
existence and direction, an interval of one or two cents in U nisona, 
Octaves, a.nd Fifths, and ten to fifteen cents in other intervals. 
Sllch an ear must in the 8th and 9th Octaves appreciate 'Ghat an 
equally tempered Fifth is fiat, and an equally tempered Fourth 
is sharp, and in all the Octaves that the equ.ally tempered major 
Sixth a.nd major Third are decidedly much too sharp, and, per. 
haps, but not so certainly, that the equally tempered minor Third 
and minor 8ixth are too flat. As regards the equally tempered 
major Seventh, there is such a habit of using a still sharper tione for 
the ' leading note,' that no ear of singer or violinist can be trusted 
for it.- A good ear ought also in theBe Octaves to distinguish a 
minor from a major Tone. 

In conclusion, I would observe that I did not 8.Dl:I1vel' the 
question by saying' a. good ear knows when a note is ill tnne,' 
because the meaning of 'being in tune' is a.t present unfh:ed both 
as to standard pitch a.nd desired interval. 

* In Messrs. Cornu and Mercadier's experiments, cited in my translation 
of Helmholtz, there are very few specimens of major Sevenths, but the fODI 

instances by amateurs are 21, 17, 32, 29 cents too sharp, and thE' four of 
the professional violinists are 34, 40 (thrice) cents too sharp as compared 
with the tone which makes a. just major Third with the Fifth of t,he seale, 
or b = 10'88 sem; the actual pitches were 11 -09,11'05 11'20.11'17 (the 6lst 
harmonic duly reduced) for amateurs. and 11'22, 11'28 (thrice) for pro
fessionals. This is almost as bad as the sharp F' (11th harmonic, 53 cenbl 
too sharp) on the trumpet, and in all chords of the dominant in which it 
occurred the effect would be horrific. But it is evident that ears a 1;tuned to 
such intervals are likely to be offended at just major Seventbsintended 
for harmony, and still more at the major Sevenths of the mean tone tem- . 
pel'ament which are a quarter of a comma or 5! cents flatter still, as I had 
occasion to remark when Mr. Bosanquet played a specimen of mean tone 
temperament (the only one used by Handel) before the Musica.l As~.ociation. 
(Proceedings for 1814....5, p. 128, note.) 

P.S.-To show the difficulty of appreciating slightly disturbed unisons, 
as mentioned on p. 12, I exhibited two forks and asked for opinions as 
to which was the sharper. Dr. Stainer, Dr. Stone, and many others were 
of one opinion, and Mr. W. H. Cummings and many others ::leld the 
contrary opinion. In my hurry I said that the first were wrong and the 
second right. (See the discussion on p. 30.) But on subsequently very 
carefully proving the forks I found that I was in error, and that Dr. 
Stainer and Dr. Stone were right, and I communicated the result of my 
proofs of the forks to the Association, through Dr. Stone, at the next 
meeting. The absolute pitches, by Appunn's tonometer, were, li29'3 and 
529'5, as nearly as I could determine. That is, the difference was at the 
limit of the power of the ear to determine (p. 11). I tried the lIame two 
forks on.another occasion before very sensitive ea.rs, with a simi18J~ division 
of opinion. Some other excellent ears, which tinally decided eorrectIy, 
were a long while before they could come to a conclusion. I decided by 
slightly warming each fork alternately under my arm, which fiat.tened its 
pitch, and then observing whether t.he beats were increased or diminished 
in frequency, 38 proposed on p. 2. A. J. E. 
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TABLE II. 

CALCULATION OF INTERVALS AS SE1.1, TITHE, CENT, MIL, AND 
DIME. 

A. OCTAVE B. SEK 

Note Sem Vib Note Bem Quotient 

OC 0 1 0 0 1,000,000 
lC 12 2 01 1 1,059,462 
2C 24 4 D 2 1,122,462 
3n 36 8 DI 3 1,189,207 
!O 48 16 E 4 1,259,921 
50 60 32 F 5 1,334,840 
60 72 64 FI 6 1,414,213 
70 84 128 G 7 1,498,301 
8C 96 256 GI 8 1,587,401 
90 108 512 A 9 1,681,793 

100 120 1,024 AI 10 1,781,797 
11C 132 2,048 B 11 1,887,748 
120 144 4,096 
13C 156 8,192 
140 168 16,384 
150 180 32,768 
160 192 65,536 

C. TrmE D. CBliT E. MIL F. DIW£ 

Tithe Quotient Comt Quotient Mil Difference Dime DifI'enlIlC8 

0 1,000,000 0 1,000,000 0 0 0 0 
1 1,005,793 1 1,000,578 1 58 1 6 
2 1,011,619 2 1,001,156 2 116 2 12 
3 1,017,480 3 1,001,734 3 173 3 17 
4: 1,023,314 i 1,002,313 4: 231 4 23 
5 1,029,302 5 1,002,892 5 28!J 5 29 
6 1,035,265 6 1,003,4:72 6 34:7 6 35 
7 1,041,262 7 1,004,052 7 405 1 41 
8 1,047,294 8 1,004,632 8 463 8 46 
9 1,053,361 9 1,005,212 9 521 9 52 

DIRECTIONS FOR USING TABLE II. 

1. Ca,{,fY"latwlt of a Pitch to .Dime8.--Given any pitch as 446'57 j look inA: 
for the next least vib, 256 j this determines that the note lies in the Octa.ve 
begun with 8 C, or !.I6 sem. 

Multiply the pitch by 1,000,000, giving 446,570,000, and divide by the 
256 just found, to the nearest unit. That is, if the last remainder is less 
than half the divisor, neglect it; if as much, or more, increase the quot.ent 
by one. This quotient will always have 7 ligures, and in this case is 
1,7H,410. 

Look in B. for the next leastquotienl, 1,681,793, giving 9 sem. Multiply 
the previous quotient by 1,000,000, and divide the result by this next l,;mst 
quotient to the nearest unit. Then 1,744,4:10,000,000 divided by 1,681.793 
gives 1,037,238 as quotient. 

Look in C. for the next least quotient, 1,035,265, corresponding t·o 6 
tithes. Multiplythc greater quotient by 1,000,000 and divide by the lesser 
to the nearest unit. Then 1,0:37,238,000,000 divided by 1,035,265 gives 
1,001,906 as quotient. 

Look in D. for the next least quotient, 1,001,73!, giving 3 cE:nts. 
Subtract this from the last quotient, giving remainder 172. 

Look in E. for the next least remainder, or a larger remainder, not 
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differing by more than 3. We find 173 giving a mils, and 80S this is in 
excess, but does not differ by so much as 3, there are no dimes. It it had 
differed by 3 or more, we should have reckoned one dime less. 

Result, U6'57 vib, gives 8 Octaves, 9 sem, 6 tithes, 3 cents, 3 mils, and 
no dimes; or, since 8 Octaves = 96 sem, it gives 105'6330 sem. 

2. Calculation of Pttch to OentI.-If the result is only want4!d to the 
nearest cent, much labour may be saved by multiplying at first by 1,000 
only, for B. and C.: tha.t is, omitting the three last figures in the quotients 
of B. and C., and then multiplying by 10,000: that is, omitting th3 two last 
figures in D., taking care always to increase the last tigure retailled by I, 
if the first figure omitted is 5 or more. Thus in the last eaae, dividing 
4,465,700 by 256, we have 1,744, to which 1,682, giving 6 sem, is lleatest in 
B. Dividing 1,74:(.,000 by 1,682, we have 1,031, to which 1,08lS, giving S 
tithes, is nearest in C. And d.i viding 1,037,000,0 by 1,035, we have 1,001,9, 
to which 1,001,7 is nearest in D, giving 3 cents. Hence the result is 
105'63 sem, which is correct. 

3. Calo1Uation. of an IntM"Ml.-If an interval is given sa a ftaction, as 
15+2, fixst multiply the smaller number as often by 2 as is na.:essary to 
make the fraction less than 2, and for each such multiplication add 12 
aem. Here we must multiply twice by 2, giving 15+8, and shan have to 
add. 2( &em. Now proceeding for cents only, which is generally sufficient., 
15,000+8 gives 1875, the nearest to which in B. is 1,782 (last figure increased 
by 1) giving 10 sem. Then 1,876,000+1,782 gives 1,062, the :learest to 
which in C. is 1,041, giving 8 tithes. And 1,052,0000+1,04,7 gives 1,()()(,8, 
the nearest to which in D is 1,004:,6, giving 8 cents. Result, 54'88 sem. 
This process is even more rapid than by a table of logarithms. 

4. Calculatitm, of a Pitch" or Interval from Centl.-Tbe invene process, 
to find the pitch or interval from the &em and cents, is a mere inversion of 
the preceding. Thus, to find the fraction expressing the interval 10'88. 
By D., 8 cents gives 1,004,6, and by C., 8 tithes give 1,04:1. Hultaply, pro
duct 10,518,162, from which the four last figures, 8,162, have to btl omitt43d, 
and since the first of these is 8, we must increase the one beforl! it by 1, 
giving 1,052. By C. the 10 sem give 1,782, and multiplying thul by 1,052 
we ha.ve 1,874,664, from which the three last figures, 664, hnve to be 
omitted, giving 1,875. Dividing this by 1,000 we have 1'876, which is 
the expression of 1/ as a decimal fraction. 

6. Calculation of all tks 'IU'IU1J Interllall.-All the intervaliJ l}Qmmonly 
used in music can be calculated by Tahle IV. to dimes. Thus, oppoaite 15 
is 46'8827 and opposite 8 is 36; on subtracting ~e find tha"j V gives 
10'8821 &em. Similarly for 81 + 80, since 81 = 9 x 9, we must dOllbfe what 
is opposite 9, or 38'0391 : the result is 76'0782. Then 80 is 5 x 16; opposite 
5 is 27-8631, and opposite 16 is 48, the sum being 75'8631. Subtracting 
this from 76'0782, the number found for 81, we have '2161 sem. The pre· 
ceding processes (1, 2, 3) need therefore only be used for unuJual com
binations in which the numbers are not the product of others leE3 than 64. 

For more exact processes see my translation of Helmholtz's 8e1uatio1u 
of ~, Appendix XIX., Table I., pp. 743-5. 

TABLE ill. 
TO FIND THE INITIAL NUMBER OF VIBRATIONS FOR ANY 

STANDARD PITCH • 
.Divuion A.- The column 8 A' contains the extreme range of thl~ values of 

8 A' in use, proceeding by four vibrations at & time. The colunllls 9 0' and 
o C' give the corresponding values of 90' and 0 C', and the column 'mi18' 
the number of mils by which the given standard is fiatter or sha.rper than 
the Arithmetical Standard. For intermediate values multiply the number 
in the columns D by the difference between the v&lue of SA', ~jven, and 
the next least value of 8A' in the table. Thus, if 8A'=437'27, the next 
Jeast value in the table is 436, s.n.d difference 1'27.- The produca of tbia 
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1-27 by 1-19, -00232, and 40 (the numbers in the three columns D), are I·Ul, 
'00295, and 51, and these results added to 51~-49, 1-01268, 2191.; which 
opposite to 436 give 520, 1·01563, and 210, which agree with the values 
opposite 9 C' = 520 in Division B. 

.Division B_- -The column 9 C' contains the extreme range of the values 
of 9 0' in use, proceeding by four vibrations at a time_ The other colwx.D8 
give the corresponding values of SA', 0 C', and mils sharper or 1ia.tter than 
arithmetical pitch as before_ Intermediate value~ found as in Division A. 

Not8_-The results of these divisions, A and B, can be obtained directly 
thus :---Multiply SA' by 1-1892 to find the corresponding equally-tempeJ'ed 
9 C'_ Multiply 9 C' by 'S409 to find the corresponding equally-tempeJ'ed 
SA'. Divide 8A' by 8A= 430-539, or 9 C' by 9 C=512, to find OC'. Fr')m 
o C' find the mils by Table II . 

.Divisio-n o..-lt is not easy to determine the exact vibrations of any 
given note purporting to be SA' or 90'. Until Appunn'lI Tonometer 1788 
exhibited in the Loan Collection of Scientific Apparatus there W&S no 
instrument in England by which it could be done accurately_ The staDdnrd 
French SA', or Diapason Normal, intended to be 435, is really 489, Bnd 
this has been the cause of many errors_ The Society of Arts 9 C', intended 
to be 52S, was really 539-4. The fork originally published for Mr. Hulla.h, 
intended for 90' "" 512, is really 529i- The fork published for Mr_ Carwen, 
also intended for 9 C' = 512, was 517, but has recently been corrected_ 'I'he 
results I obtained by Appunn's Tonometer were published in the At~um 
for 2nd and 30th Dec_ lS16, pp_ 731 and 893, subsequently to the reading 
of this paper, although some of them were mentioned to the Musical 
Association at the time. These are incorporated with many other interesting 
results in a paper read by me before the Society of Arts on 23rd May lE77. 
In preparing this table for the press I have thought it best to add somE: of 
the most interesting of those results in Division C, arranged as in other 
divisions. 

90'" 8.A' 
424-
428 

504-22 
50S-98 

432 
4:36 
440 
444, 
448 
452 
456 
460 

513-73 
518-49 
523-25 
528-00 
532-76 
537-52 
542-28 
547'03 

8.A' D 
423-81 -84 
427-18 -84 

430'54 -84 
433'90 -84 
431-27 -84 
440-63 -84 
444-00 -64 
447'36 -S4 
450'72 -84 
454-09 -84: 
457-45 -S4 
460-82 

D 
1-19 
1-19 

1-19 
1-19 
1-19 
1-19 
1-19 
1-19 
1-19 

90' 
504 
508 

512 
516 
520 
524 
5~8 
532 
536 
540 
544 
548 

DIVISION A. 
00' D 

0-98481 -00232 
0-99410 -00232 

1-00339 ·00232 
1-01268 '00232 
1-02197 -00232 
1-03127 -00232 
1-04055 -00232 
1-04984 '00232 
1'05914 -00232 
1-06843 

DIVISION B. 
o C' D 

0-98488 -00195 
0'99219 -00195 

1-00000 -00195 
1-00781 -00195 
1-01563 -00195 
1-02344 -00195 
l'OH125 -00195 
1-03U06 -00195 
1-04688 -00195 
l'OM6!) -00195 
1'06250 '00195 
1-01042 

:Mils 

265 " 
102 b 

591 
219 # 
3761 
533 a 
6881 
8421 
9951 

1146 IJ 

Mila 
274 b 
136 b 

0001 
1351 
2691 
4011 
533 # 
6641 
7!J3 If 
922 U 

1049 # 
1178 • 

D 
41 
40 

40 
39 
39 
39 
39 
38 
38 

D 
34 
34 

34 
33 
33 
33 
33 
32 
32 
32 
32 
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S,A! 

426'4 

430'539 
434-75 

435 
439 
439'79 
44:0 
444 
44:5-09 
449'88 
453'6 

456'19 

458'46 

On tke Sensif:ivene~6 of the EaT to-

DIVISION C. 

507-14 '99051 165 b 
Remarks 

Handel's own fOLk 
~C' ~ Mils 

1------1----------------------------
512 1-00000 0 II 
517 1'00976 168ll 

517'3 
512-06 
523 
523'25 
5Z8 
529'3 
535 
539-4: 

1-01036 
1-01966 
1-02148 
}-02197 
1'03125 
1-033C4 
}·14492 
1'05355 

178 U 
337; 
867 U 
376 U 
532 U 
575 !t 
7614 
903 U 

54:2·5 1'05957 1001 I 

54:5'2 1'06484 1088 J 

Arithmetical Pitch 
Messrs. Curwen's a.nd J. H. Gries-

bach's, 512 
Theoretical Fre!lch, 8 A' 
Actual Freuch, SA', Diaptwnt Normal 
Broadwood's 'Low Pitch' 
Scheibler's or Stuttgart Pitch 
Theoretical!) C' of Society of Arts 
Mr. Hullah's 8 C, meant. for 512. 
Broadwood's 'Medium Pitch ' 
Actual 90', made by J. H. Griesba.ch. 

for the Society of Arts 
Mean of wind band of the Philhar

monic, 1849-1874 
Broadwood's 'High Pitch,' Philhar

monic, July 1814: 

TABLl!1 IV. 
HARMONICS, AS INSERTED IN TABLE 1, AFTER REDUCTION TO 

THE SAME OCTAVE, CALCULATED TO DIMES. 
No. Sem No. Sem No. Sem N0'1 Sen! 
1 0 17 49{)496 33 60'5328 49 67.3765 
2 12 18 50'0391 34 61'0496 50) 67-7262 
3 19'0196 19 50 '~751 35 61-5514: 51 68-0699 
4 24 20 51'8631 36 62'0391 52 68'4053 

5 
6 
7 
8 

21-8631 
31'0196 
33·6883 
36 

9 38'0391 
10 39'8631 
11 41·5132 
12 43'0196 

13 
14 
Ii) 
16 

44 '4053 
45'6883 
46'8827 
-is 

21 
22 
23 
24: 

52'7079 37 
53-5132 38 
54 '2827 39 
55'0196 40 

25 55'7262 4:1 
26 56'4053 42 
27 57'0587 43 
28 57'6883 H 

62'5134 
62'9751 
63-4249 
63'8631 

64'2906 
64'7074 
65-1152 
65'5132 

53 68'7351 
54 - 69{)587 
55)69'3763 
56 69'6883 

571- 69'994:1 
53 7v'2958 
59 70'5917 
60 ! 70'8827 

i 
29 58'2958 
30 58'8827 
31 59'41504 
32 60 

45 65'!)022 61 
46 66'2827 62 
41 60 '6551 63 
48 I fi7 '0196 64 

71-1688 
71'4504 
71 '7274: 
72 

See No. f5 of Directions appended to T!\ble II. Reduce t<> the same 
Octave by St1utracting 12, 24, 48, 60, or 72, so as to leave a remabder less 
than 12. 

TABLE V. 
THE 52 JUST NOTES IN THE DIAGRAM. 

The small letters indicate Just Intonat ion. The table consi..,;\~ ; of four 
columns proceeding from bottom to top by just Fifths up (add 7'lI1V6 sem, 
and to keep in the same Octave subtract 12 sem when necessary), and 
of 13 lines proceeding from left to right by just major Thirds up (a.dd 
3:8631 sem, and to keep in the same Octave subtract 12 where nec~essary). 
To complete the table for a.ll the 117 tones of j\lst intona.tion, thlee more 
columns OD the left and t.wo more on the right are required. (See my 
Appendix to Helmholtz, pp. 668-671.) 
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Against each note is written its pitch to a dime, the pitch of 0 being' 
taken as 0 sem. 

The notes with an illferior I and 2' as al ,a2 (read A-one, A-two), are re
spectively one and two commas (or 0'2151 and 0'4:302 sem) flatter, and the 
notes with a superior I, as 0. 1 (read one-A) are one comma sharper, than the 
notes of the same name without numbers. 

dl 

gl 
0 1 

fl 

bib 
Bib 
alb 
dlb 

Sem I Sem 
0'2737 c, 1-1369 el~ 

2'2542 IV. 
1-2346 0 
0-2151 B 

5'1955 a 

10'1760 d 
3'1564 9 
8-1369 C 
1'1173 I 

6'1173 a.lJ 
11'0978 al V. 
4-0782 91'1. 
9·0587 ell 

2-0391 fl'l. 
7-0196 01 o 8 1 
4'9804: 0.1 

6-0978 
11-0782 
4'0587 
9-0391 

bb 9-9609 al 

eb I 2-94H 91 
ab 7'9218 CI 

db 0-9022 h 

Sem 

5 '0000 9 ~lf I 

9'9805 cglt: 
2'9609 121 I 
1'9413 b,1t 
0'9218 621 

5'9022 as'4 
10'8827 azl 

3'8631 92# 
8-8436 c,1S 

1'8240 12'4 
6'8045 O2 

1

11-7849 e% 
4'1654 a:z 

TABLE VI. 

Sem 
8'8631 

1'8436 
6'8240 

11-8048 
4'7849 

9'7654 
2-7458 
7'7263 
6'7067 

5'6872 
10'6616 

3'6481 
8'6285 

TABLE OF THE NOTES ON DR. PREYER'S TONOMETER. 

The notes are numbered 0, 1, to 32_ Against each is placed the actual 
number of vibrations, and the pitch in relation to the lowest note 0, 
calculated to dimes. The numbers of the notes are given in the tables in 
the text. 

No. Vib 
o 127- 6 
1 131' 6 
2 135'63 
3 139'63 
-4 143·66 

Sem No. Vib 
o 
0'5342 17 195'59 
H1568 18 199-59 
1-5586 19 203-59 
2-0525 20 207-53 

5 147'73 2'5361 21 211'65 
6 151-80 3-0065 22 215'51 
7 155-68 3'4435 23 219'51 
8 159'68 3'8828 24 223'48 

Sem 

7'3946 
7-7451 
8'0886 
8'4255 

8'7507 
9-0136 
9-3917 
9'7023 

9 163'68 4'3108 25 227'48 lO'0093 
10 167'68 4'7289 26 231'41 10'3058 
11 111'62 5'1312 27 235'33 10-5968 
12 115'53 5'5210 28 239'33 10-8886 

13 179'53 5'9113 29 243·35 IH769 
14 183'53 6'2928 30 247'35 11'4591 
15 187'53 6-6659 31 251'23 11'7286 
16 191'48 7'0207 32 255'30 12.0068 
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DISCUSSION. 

Dr. STONE said there was so much of interest in Mr. Ellis's 
paper, tha.t he could go on asking questions upon it for 1m hour. 
He was very glad that he a.nd his friend Dr. Stainer hail been 80 
mistaken in judging of the two tuning-forks exhibited, by Mr. 
Ellis, because he had always contended that absolute pi~;eb could 
not be detected by the ear, and he was confirmed by Mr. Hipkins. 
One of the tuning-forks was much thinner in meta.l than the other 
and prodnced a thinner quaJity of tone, which to the ear sounded 
sharper. In the same way Mr. Hipkins told him he had two 
grand pianos absolutely in tune together, but one, whioh was 
somewhat softer in tone than the other, wag alwa.ys pNnounced 
by musicians to be the flatter. There was a reason for iihis effect 
because the thinner fork being of thinner metal was mOl'e thrown 
into irregn1a.r vibrations on account of its shape. a.ud pl'Oduoed a. 
sha.rper effect on the hearer. (See P.S., p. 24.) 

Mr. ELLIS said he had mentioned in the paper thItt it was 
desirable always to have exactly the same quality of tolle, and as 
this was not the case with these two forks, it was not, of course, 
a. fair tria.!. 

Dr. STONE said he had gone into the question physhlogically 
Bome time ago, and he fOllnd, certainly, that the abBolTIte deter
mination of pitch was impossible, but t.hat it differed at dift'erent 
times and in different persons. Some persons even had. ditrerent 
conceptions of unison. He knew a gentleman, a 'V'ery good 
violoncello player, who always tuned a unison decidecUy sharp. 
This was easily accounted for if the tympanum were a little 
thicker than ordinary, as was the case when one had a bad cold, for 
this condition affected. the sensation of pitch very muoh. If then 
they were ohanging from day to day and from m.oment to 
moment, and some persons absolutely could not ten which was 
the sha.rper or fia.tter of two notes, that was a strong physiological 
argu.ment against there being an absolute sense of pitch in the 
organs of sense. 

Mr. ELLIS remarked that he had spoken particularly at the 
beginning of the paper of arithmetical, not physiologic.:..l pitch. 

Dr. STONE said he had always held that tuning-6rks were 
very bad tests of pitch, because they were influenced so much by 
temperatul'e and other causes. He wished to ask whht was the 
test by which Mr. Ellis tried these forks? 

Mr. ELLIS.-Mr. Appunn's tonometer. 
Dr. STONE said the question was, Quia c,ustodiet ipsofl eustodes '! 
Mr. ELLIS said he counted the beats and found the Octave was 

perfect, and then carefully tested several other inter·~als. The 
reed of the instrument was very slightly indeed atrected by tem
perature, and it was mathematically impossible, if these intervals 
were correct, that the pi ooh could be other than that he assigned 
to it from counting the beats. All the intervals were proved in 
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this way He did not trust his own ear. Mr. Hipkins and Ur. 
Greaves were both perfectly satisfied with the experiments. 

Dr. STONE Mked how the absolute pitch was dfltermined fr,)m 
the beats. 

Mr. ELLIS said it was easily determined hy (\ mathematical 
eqnation. 

Dr. STONE said tllis was new to him, and was of very great 
importance. How was it that the French pitch was not deter
mined in this way? 

Mr. ELLIS replied that at that time Koenig had Dot COD8truc·~ed 
his tonometer. Scheibler had made his, but it could not be ob
tained in France, and probably was not known. The discovery 
that absolute pitch could be determined mathematically from 
beats was due to Scheibler, but unfortunately it was Dot genemlly 
known at the time the French dia.pasoll was determined. That 
was quite wrong; but the Society of Arts pitch was worse. ~rhe 
discovery was published in 1834, but the forks could not be 
obtained. Koenig now made them, but, Mr. Appunn's instrum.ent 
was mnch essie!" to work with. 

Dr. STONE said he was sure this discovery that absolute p:.tch 
could be determined from beats wa.~ very little known, and it 
was much to be desired that tuning-forks should be correctec. by 
it as soon as possible. Another point he was going to men·~ion 
was the physiological question with regard to membrane of Corti. 
He had never been able to seein reading Helmholtz's works, includ
ing his recent pam phlet, that he was justified in the assertion which 
be virtually made, that one fibre alwltys vibrated to one l:ote. 
If you tried on an ordinary instrument, striking one string be. 
tween two others, tbey would both vibrate to a certain ex1;ent. 
With reference to the loweRt audible pitch, it did not follow 
because the organ of Corti was not long enough to vibrate to a. 
low note, that two of them vibrating consentaneoullly would not 
produce a different f<ensation, and ono of a much lowe",: note than 
any single one. 

Dr. STAINER said he bad once before stated that some. music:ians 
were gifted with a sense of absolute pitch, but he did not nean 
thereby, that they could state with precision how many vibra~;ions 
per second any particular fork would give. What he meant was, 
that a great many people could teU within a very small interval, 
on bearing a note, whether it wa..'l b"J, a, git, or whatever the parti. 
cular note was. He should like to know from Mr. Ellis if il; was 
found that the ear improved in delicacy by listening to the :!ame 
intervals several times in succession. 

Mr. ELLIS replied tha.t Dr. Preyer stated that practiceimpl'Oved 
the ear very much indeed; it was particularly noticeab:le in 
attempts to assign the intervals of any high notes; where at 
first the guesses were perfectly wild. 

Mr. W. H. CUMMINGS said that neither he nor Dr. Verrinder 
had been deceived by the two forks which had misled Dr. Stone 
and Dr. Stainer. He concurred with Dr. Stone that the se:nse of 

4 VoL 3 
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pitch dffi'ered with the condition of the body. Whe:1l out of sorts 
he generally heard out of tune, and of course it WUI almost im
possible to sing in tune under such cil'Cumstances. He knew ft. 
case of a very clever musician, now a pensioner of the RoY"1 
Academy of Music, who was at one time a very admirable per
former, but who had suffered from pa.ra.lysis, and ah the present 
moment he heard perfectly in tune with one eal", hut the other 
ear was out to the extent of a semi. tone. 

Mr. ELLIS remarked tha.t this agreed to a considorable extent 
with the observa.tions of Dr. Oscar Wolff, who had fonnd a ~reat 
difference in the different ears of the same perso -:~l. ~d to 
their power of hearing and judging of intervals. 

Mr. W. H. CUMMINGS said that some people imagined that it 
WBB impossible to distinguish exact pitch or intona.tion without 
educa.tion, but he had a case in his own family of n cbild, eight 
year8 old, who could tell any note stl"uck upon a pianoforte in 
the next room. 

The CHAlUAN added tha.t he had a sister who, at the age of 
six, could tell any note; so that it was a natural gif~, not the re
BUlt of education. 

Dr. STONE remarked that even at six years old ]\{ozart was a 
good player; so that if playing could be acquired, this faculty 
could be also. 

Mr. W. H. CUMMINGS said the child he referred. to had been 
tAught. 

Mr. STEPHENS said that he himselfposBeSsed thu, faculty, and 
80 did his friend Dr. Stainer. It was well knoun that Dr. 
Crotch and several others had the same gift. When he was a 
child he could tell if his father put his arm on the pianoforte, 
what notes he stmck and what he left out. 

Dr. STAINER said he did not doubt the fact, onlJ he believed 
it to be acquired, and not a natural gift. 

Mr. ELLIS then exhibited four different C forks, which differed 
considerably in pitch; one being the copy sold by Cramer of the 
Society of Arts fork, which Mr. Sims Reeves stated he had Bent 
to Hereford for the organ to be tuned to, and an~ther, giving 
Broadwood's higa pitch. 

Dr. C. G. VERRINDER said he did not believe tJle organ was 
so tnned, and to show how easily persons might be deceived in 
this way, he narrated an anecdote of Sir George Sm:1rl. He had 
to snperintend the building of an organ, and being VErry particular 
a.bout the pitch, he took his own fork out of its cas-:! a.nd gave it 
to the builder to tune the organ by. The builder put the fork 
on one side, and forgot all about it ; the organ was voiced. tuned, 
and erected. When Sir Georg'e Smart came to ask for his fork, 
the voicer found he had made a mistake. but he soon with his file 
tuned the fork to the organ, and handed it back to Sir George 
Smart, who did not discover the trick nntilsome time after. 
wards. 


